Enhanced Search Screens Overview

**The Initial Screen of Outstanding Events**
- 🔄 Indicates a recently opened event. IDSS will keep up to 5 of your most recently opened events and they are automatically included in the list.
- 🔒 Indicates that the case is currently locked for editing by another IDSS user.
- For events where you are in the primary agency and that aren’t set Investigation complete:
  - 🔄 Indicates that the event doesn’t have an In progress date set.
  - 🎉 Indicates that the event has an In progress date set.
  - 🚨 Indicates that the event has an In progress date, but it has been several days since the Notification made date; the number of days is specific to the disease.
  - A description of the flag’s meaning can be found in the final column of the grid.

**The Search Criteria Screen**
- Only one section of the criteria will be used for searching.
- Searching by accession # will return any event with a lab result that has the specified accession number; may return more than one case.
- Searching by patient # will return any event where there is an ELR lab result with that patient number in IDSS; may return more than one case.
- Searching by CDC ID will return all the cases where an event was reported to CDC with the specified CDC ID; may return more than one result.
THE SEARCH RESULTS SCREEN

- Indicates that you currently do not have contributor access to the case
- When searching by contact or guardian names, the Match column will show the contact or guardian name that was matched
- When opening a selected case, the next screen will show the events of the case with the same icons as the initial screen